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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: Jake Denney and Macauley Buckley  Edited by: Chris Chapman 
For use in: Season 11 Week 12 Friendly matches played 15/11/23 

Correct as of: 13/11/23 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a In the 1966 FIFA World Cup final, which man scored the first of West Germany's two goals, doing so in the 12th 

minute? Helmut HALLER 

1b 
What is the only capital city in the world that begins with the letter 'Q'? It is located in South America. QUITO 

2a Which 1991 crime action film is one of the two films from Danny Butterman's expansive DVD collection that he 

shows to Nick Angel in the movie Hot Fuzz? Starring Patrick Swayze and Gary Busey, a particular scene shown 

in Hot Fuzz sees Keanu Reeves firing his gun up in the air and going 'Ahhh!' POINT BREAK 

2b 
What is the fifth book of the Old Testament, after Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers? DEUTERONOMY 

3a An armistice signed in 1953 in Panmunjom brought a de facto end to which Asian war? One of the nations 

involved claimed that their enemies - known today as one of the strictest totalitarian states - have violated the 

armistice terms over 200 times since being signed. KOREAN War 

3b 

Which letter is used to denote the hottest, blue stars under the Morgan–Keenan (MK) classification system? O 

4a If you started on the note of E, and played a scale entirely of natural notes - e.g. all the white notes on a 

keyboard - in what musical mode would be playing? The name of this mode is derived from an Ancient 

Kingdom of central Anatolia. PHRYGIAN 

4b Which Turkish-American businessman was the CEO of The Coca-Cola Company from 2008, until his retirement 

in 2017? He remained with Coca-Cola as its chairman, before stepping down from this post in 2019. Muhtar KENT 

 



 
 
Round 2 

  1a Paris' and 'Prague' are the 31st and 38th respective symphonies by which Austrian composer, also known for 

'Eine Kleine Nachtmusik'? 

Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART 

1b Originally published in 1862 and exploring the role of gender within the Victorian era, 'Goblin Market' is a 

narrative poem by which English writer, associated with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood? 

Christina ROSSETTI 

2a In 2009, Skai TV aired a programme entitled Great Greeks, determined to list the 100 Greatest Greeks in 

history. Who was ranked as the 2nd greatest Greek, behind Alexander The Great? This physician is best 

known for inventing the smear test, and improving tests for detecting stomach cancer. 

George PAPANIKOAOU 

2b What is the name of the sleeveless tunic traditionally worn by indigenous women in many regions of Mexico 

and Guatemala? Usually made from three pieces of cotton or wool cloth, the artist Frida Kahlo is often 

associated with this garment. 

HUIPIL 

3a Which TV comedy-drama - written by and starring Michaela Coel - follows Arabella, a new novelist in her late-

twenties, trying to write her latest book whilst also dealing with the harrowing events following a sexual 

assault on a night out? 

I MAY DESTROY YOU 

3b Which British brand of pain-relief medication has a logo resembling a simplified target board, that being a 

white circle enclosed by yellow, orange and red rings respectively going outwards? 

NUROFEN 

4a Which city is scheduled to host the 2028 Summer Olympic Games? It will be the third time that this US city 

will host the Summer Games. 

LOS ANGELES (Accept L.A.) 



4b Limacology is a branch of zoology that deals specifically with which small legless creatures? SLUGS 

 
 
Round 3 

1a A notable figure in the realm of 'slow cinema', which Hungarian filmmaker wrote and directed the 7-hour-and-

19-minute long film 'Satantango' in 1994, making it amongst the longest commercially available feature films 

in the world? 

Bela TARR 

1b Which French dish - whose name stems from the cooking pot used to prepare it - is a stew usually consisting of 

sausage, confit, pork, and white beans? 

CASSOULET 

2a Which reptile lends its name to a party board game in which a random player must blend in with the other 

players when suggesting a related word to a given topic? If this player convinces the others that they are not 

the said reptile, they win. 

The CHAMELEON 

2b According to the Kübler-Ross model, more commonly known as the five stages of grief, what six-letter word is 

the first stage? 

DENIAL 

3a Which American musician starred as himself in the 1976 film version of ‘A Star Is Born’? One of his best known 

songs is ‘Knock Three Times’, with his backing group Dawn. 

Tony ORLANDO 

3b Which 1969 novel by French author George Perec is notable for not including any instances of the letter 'e'? 

Both the original French title AND the title given in English also contain no 'e's. 

A VOID  or LA DISPIRATION 

4a 1877 to 1896 in US history is usually dubbed as what age? Key events of this time include the founding of the 

American Telephone & Telegraph Company, and the assassination of James A. Garfield. 

GILDED 



4b Previously named the Kingdom Tower, which Saudi skyscraper - projected to be the first kilometre tall building 

in the world - resumed construction this year after five years of inactivity? 

JEDDAH Tower (Accept 

KINGDOM Tower) 

 
 
Round 4 

1a "Bugger Bognor!" were the widely reported last words of which British monarch? In reality, their true final 

words - according to a physician - were 'God damn you'. His latter years were overshadowed by his concern 

about the Prince of Wales and his infatuation with an American socialite. 

GEORGE V 

1b Who was the first Japanese Nobel laureate, receiving the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1949 for his prediction of 

the pi meson, or pion? 

Hideki YUKAWA 

2a Which rapper with a rhyming stage name, and prominent in the drill genre, broke into the mainstream in 2022 

with tracks such as 'Munch' and 'Bikini Bottom', and featured on the Barbie film soundtrack, duetting with 

Nicki Minaj? 

ICE SPICE 

2b Posted on Twitter as a semi-sarcastic response to Malala Yousafzai, what four word phrase - used against 

someone who is bragging about something strange or potentially unimpressive - became a viral meme in 

2018? 

WEIRD FLEX BUT OK (Accept 

similar four word answers) 

3a Which man won Gold in Javelin at the 2023 World Athletics Championships? He was the only Indian athlete to 

be prized with a Gold medal in the games. 

Neeraj CHOPRA 

3b The Amphitheatre of El Jem can be found in which North African country? It was built in 238 AD in what was 

then Thysdrus, and was later utilised in several scenes of 'Monty Python's Life Of Brian'. 

TUNISIA 



4a Which Doctor Who villains, who first appeared on TV screens in 1963, hail from the planet Skaro and are 

known to 'exterminate' their enemies? 

The DALEKS 

4b What colour lends its name to a period of artistic output by Pablo Picasso, made between 1901 and 1904? 

Influenced by his own depression, the mood of the paintings are sombre and despairing, with colour schemes 

being darkly monochromatic. 

BLUE 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
Round 5 

1a Which woman won Gold in Javelin at the 2023 World Athletics Championships? She was the only Japanese 

athlete to be prized with a Gold medal in the games. 

Haruka KITAGUCHI 

1b The ruins of the Roman Amphitheatre of Lixus can be found in which North African country? It was built in the 

1st century AD in the ancient city of the same name, and is located roughly 40 miles south of Tangier. 

MOROCCO 

2a Which rapper with a rhyming stage name is regarded as a pioneer of the Chicago drill genre, through tracks 

such as 'I Don't Like' and 'Hate Bein' Sober'? 

CHIEF KEEF 

2b A photo of conservative commentator Steven Crowder sitting in front of a sign inviting university students to 

debates, became a viral meme after the sign was edited to display contrarian pop culture opinions. What three 

words from the original sign almost always feature at the bottom of these memes? 

CHANGE MY MIND 

3a "Yes, I have heard of it. I am very glad" were the reported last words of which British monarch? Said in 

response to one of their horses having won in competition, their death occurred the day after Theodore 

Roosevelt accepted a Nobel Peace Prize. 

EDWARD VII 

3b Who was the second Japanese Nobel laureate, receiving the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1965, along with Richard Sin-Itiro TOMONAGA 



Feynman and Julian Schwinger, for their work in quantum electrodynamics? 

4a Which Doctor Who villains, who first appeared on TV screens in 1966, are metallic humanoid robots, who are 

known to 'delete' and convert their enemies? 

The CYBERMEN 

4b What colour - also a species of flower - lends its name to a period of artistic output by Pablo Picasso, made 

between 1904 and 1906? In contrast to his Blue Period, these works were much cheerier, often depicting 

carnival performers, with colour schemes of reds, oranges and earth tones. 

ROSE 

Round 6 

1a Which singer also starred as herself in the 1976 film version of ‘A Star Is Born’? One of her best known songs is 

‘All Time High’, the Bond theme for Octopussy. 

Rita COOLIDGE 

1b Which 1939 novel by American author Ernest Vincent Wright advertised itself on its first edition cover as 'a 

50,000 word novel without the letter 'e'? The title is the surname of the main character John, who tries to create 

an 'Organisation of Youth' to improve his hometown. 

GADSBY 

2a Which fictional creature lends its name to a party game in which selected members of the group must blend in 

with the remaining players (known as villagers) to avoid being 'shot'? This small select group wins if they kill all 

the villagers without being discovered. 

WEREWOLF 

2b Following denial, anger, bargaining, and depression, what ten-letter word is the final stage in the Kübler-Ross 

model? 

ACCEPTANCE 

3a A notable figure in the realm of 'slow cinema', which Filipino filmmaker wrote and directed the 7-hour-and-30-

minute long film 'Melancholia' in 2008, making it amongst the longest commercially available feature films in the 

world? 

Lav DIAZ 



3b Which French dish - whose name means to boil and simmer - is a soup usually consisting of a mix of fish such as 

rockfish or rascasse, with potato, garlic, onion, saffron and ripe tomatoes? 

BOUILLABAISSE 

4a 1896 to 1917 in US history is usually dubbed as what age? Key events of the time include the construction of the 

Panama Canal and the assassination of William McKinley. 

PROGRESSIVE 

4b Merdeka 118, formerly known as Menara Warisan Merdeka, is currently the 2nd highest building in the world and 

can be found in which Asian city? 

KUALA LUMPUR 

 
Round 7 

1a Which major European city can precede the word 'Conference' in the name of a conference held in 1954, 

intended to resolve issues resulting from both the Korean and Indochina Wars? This city also precedes the 

word 'Conventions' for a multitude of laws regarding legal standards and ethics within warfare. 

GENEVA 

1b Which letter is used to denote the coolest, red stars under the Morgan–Keenan (MK) classification system? M 

2a What is the other film that Danny plays for Nick in Hot Fuzz? This 2003 crime action comedy sequel, directed 

by Michael Bay, sees Martin Lawrence and Will Smith reprising their roles, and has a particular scene - as seen 

in Hot Fuzz - whereby Lawrence declares that 'this shit just got real'. 

BAD BOYS II (Prompt on “Bad 

Boys”) 

2b What is the fifth book of the New Testament, after Matthew, Mark, Luke and John? ACTS of the Apostles 

3a In the 1966 FIFA World Cup final, which man scored the second of West Germany's two goals, doing so in the 

89th minute? 

Wolfgang WEBER 

3b What is the only capital city in the world that begins with the letter 'Z'? It is located in Central Europe. ZAGREB 



4a If you started on the note of G, and played a scale entirely of natural notes - e.g. all the white notes on a 

keyboard - in what musical mode would be playing? The name of this mode is derived from an Ancient 

Kingdom of western Anatolia, along with a prefix meaning 'half'. 

MIXOLYDIAN 

4b After the retirement of Muhtar Kent in 2017, which British businessman became the CEO of The Coca-Cola 

Company, having joined the company 21 years prior? He has previously worked for the US management 

consultancy company Bain & Company. 

James QUINCEY 

 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a Which TV sitcom - written by and starring Michaela Coel - follows Tracey, a religious virgin in her mid-twenties 

who begins to brave the environment around her to learn more about love and sex? 

CHEWING GUM 

1b Which brand of cold & flu medicine features an image of a hot yellow mug of fluid on its packaging, in 

reference to the colour of the fruit that gives this medicine its flavour? 

LEMSIP 

2a In the list of Great Greeks, who was ranked as the 8th greatest Greek, just ahead of Plato? This politician and 

statesman was the first Governor of Greece following its independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1828, and 

was succeeded by his son after being assassinated 3 years into the post. 

Ioannis KAPODISTRIAS 

2b What is the name of the Panamanian garment that refers to a large, one-piece skirt? In the 16th and 17th 

century, the clothing was a form of Spanish colonial dress, enforced on indigenous populations in the Andes. 

Today however, the attire is mainly used in festivities across Latin America. 

POLLERA 



3a Scottish' and 'Italian' are the 3rd and 4th respective symphonies by which German composer, also known for 

the 'Wedding March' from A Midsummer Night's Dream? 

Felix MENDELSOHN 

3b Originally written in 1915 for his wife-to-be, Edith Mary Bratt, 'Goblin Feet' is a poem by which English writer? 

He later went on to regret writing the work. 

J.R.R. TOLKIEN 

4a Which city, the capital of Queensland, is scheduled to host the 2032 Summer Olympic Games? It will follow 

Melbourne and Sydney as the third Australian city to host the Summer Games in its history. 

BRISBANE 

4b Melittology is a branch of zoology that deals specifically with which small flying creatures? BEES 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 

Spares 

1 1817 to 1825 in US history has been dubbed the Era of what? The two-word term in question reflects the 

increased sense of nationwide cohesion and identity after the ending of the War of 1812. 

GOOD FEELINGS 

2 What 4-digit number follows 'X-Seed' in the name of the conceptual megatall skyscraper proposed by the 

Taisei Corporation, which theoretically could house up to a million people? 

4000 (its height in metres) 

3 The 2026 Winter Olympics will be held in Milan and which town in the heart of the Dolomites in Northern 

Italy? 

CORTINA D'AMPEZZO 

4 Which Russian painter, closely linked to the Der Blaue Reiter movement, painted works in the 1920s titled Wassily KANDINSKY 



'Several Circles', 'Soft Hard' and 'Inner Alliance'? 

 
 


